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A self-learning coupled map lattice for vortex shedding in cable
and cylinder wakes
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A coupled map lattice ~CML! with self-learning features is developed to model flow over freely
vibrating cables and stationary cylinders at low Reynolds numbers. Coupled map lattices that
combine a series of low-dimensional circle maps with a diffusion model have been used previously
to predict qualitative features of these flows. However, the simple nature of these CML models
implies that there will be unmodeled wake features if a detailed, quantitative comparison is made
with laboratory or simulated wake flows. Motivated by a desire to develop an improved CML
model, we incorporate self-learning features into a new CML that is first trained to precisely
estimate wake patterns from a target numerical simulation. A new convective–diffusive map that
includes additional wake dynamics is developed. The new self-learning CML uses an adaptive
estimation scheme ~multivariable least-squares algorithm!. Studies of this approach are conducted
using wake patterns from a Navier–Stokes solution ~spectral element-based NEKTAR simulation!
of freely vibrating cable wakes at Reynolds numbers Re5100. It is shown that the self-learning
model accurately and efficiently estimates the simulated wake patterns. The self-learning scheme is
then successfully applied to vortex shedding patterns obtained from experiments on stationary
cylinders. This constitutes a first step toward the use of the self-learning CML as a wake model in
flow control studies of laboratory wake flows. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1669091#
When a fluid flows past a flexible structure, the interac-
tion between the fluid flow and structure can cause the
structure to vibrate under certain flow conditions. In par-
ticular, flows past circular cylinders or cables yield large
vibration amplitudes due to periodic fluctuations vortex
shedding in the flow. The coupled flow–cable system is a
two-oscillator system, making it amenable to description
by low-order dynamical systems such as circle maps.
Coupled map lattices, which combine an ensemble of dy-
namical systems, are often used as efficient models of the
salient physics of various phenomena. Coupled map lat-
tice models have been previously developed for the vi-
brating cable system by applying local diffusive coupling
to a series of circle maps along the cable span. Since
coupled map lattices can show a wide range of rich be-
havior, they have proved successful in modeling certain
features of this flow. However, the previous models also
suffer from limitations since they are restricted to simple
dynamics. In the current article, we study the incorpora-
tion of self-learning features into the coupled map lattice
model in order to overcome these limitations. The new
model adaptively learns from both wake flow simulations
and experiments in order to refine its predictions. Models
of this type should prove useful in the future to control
large amplitude vibrations in cable systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wake of a circular cylinder at low Reynolds number
exhibits a vortex street in which vortices are alternately shed
from each side of the cylinder surface, resulting in periodi-
cally fluctuating lift and drag forces and cylinder vibration.
Vortex shedding in the wake of circular cylinders has been
well studied for over a century. However, many fundamental
questions concerning vortex shedding still remain unan-
swered, including whether simple models can be developed
to predict the salient features of the vortex formation process.
A recent focus intended to address this question, the so-
called dynamical systems approach, has used low-order dy-
namical systems to model cylinder wakes. For example, it
has been shown that iterative maps such as the circle map
can predict certain features of the wake of a rigid oscillating
cylinder.1–3 Circle maps will be discussed in more detail later
in the paper.
The study of vortex shedding behind vibrating flexible
cables oscillating in a standing wave mode shape ~see Fig. 1!
has recently been given increased attention. This three-
dimensional wake flow can exhibit complex wake structures
including vortex dislocations, lace-like patterns, and fre-
quency cells. These structures have been observed in experi-
ments and numerical simulations. For example, Newman and
Karniadakis4,5 utilized a parallel spectral element-Fourier
method ~hereafter referred to as the NEKTAR code!, devel-
oped by Henderson and Karniadakis6 and Warburton7 to
solve the Navier–Stokes equations for flow over a flexible
cable. This work quantified and compared the coupled
cable–flow response for both forced and flow-induced cable
vibrations. Newman and Karniadakis also identified two dis-
tinct vortex shedding responses; a ‘‘lace-like’’ structure for a
standing wave cable shape, and an oblique shedding struc-
ture for traveling waves along the cylinder span.
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A one-dimensional CML model8 consisting of a series of
coupled circle map oscillators placed along the cylinder span
has been used to predict the qualitative features of wake
patterns behind a vibrating flexible cable at low Reynolds
number. This coupled map lattice ~CML! model has pre-
dicted the lace-like structures and traveling waves described
above. The key steps in development of a coupled map lat-
tice include: ~1! identifying the relevant field variables and
physical processes in the flow; ~2! modeling the spatial dy-
namics of each physical process by the simplest possible
dynamics on the lattice; and ~3! numerically iterating the
resultant CML in time.
In our CML models, a circle map is used to describe the
interaction between the cable vibration and the near-wake
vortex shedding, justified by the earlier success of the circle
map in predicting wake dynamics.2 The circle map serves as
a universal model1 describing the dynamics of any system
with two nonlinearly coupled oscillators. In our case, the
cable motion and vortex shedding constitute the two oscilla-
tors. The use of circle maps to model wake dynamics could
be viewed as an ad hoc approach; however, we should also
point out that earlier work9 showed that a circle map could
be developed using a Landau–Stuart equation10,11 as a start-
ing point. The Landau–Stuart equation can be deduced from
the Navier–Stokes equations, and is known to describe the
wake evolution near the critical Reynolds number for vortex
shedding.12,13
Spatially coupled circle maps have been studied in other
contexts aside from wake flow dynamics.14,15 Coupled map
lattices have also been used to model certain aspects of fluid-
thermal systems including turbulence,16,17 boundary layers,18
boiling,19 and open fluid flows.20–22 Several investigators
have studied the ability of coupled map lattices to adapt and
learn using adaptive control techniques,23 reinforcement
learning,24 and learning rules.25 Diffusively coupled models
for wake flows, based on Ginzburg–Landau and van der Pol
oscillators instead of circle maps, have also been recently
studied.26–28
At first sight, it appears surprising that low-order CML
models should be successful in predicting features of a three-
dimensional flow as complex as a vibrating cable wake. This
success is usually attributed to an important property of dis-
sipative systems such as a viscous fluid flow. Viscous dissi-
pation stabilizes phase-space instabilities, contracts the phase
space, stabilizes orbital instabilities, and thereby allows some
high-dimensional systems, under certain circumstances, to
assume low-dimensional characteristics.29 For example, it
has been shown that near the critical Reynolds number (Re
’50) for vortex shedding the wake undergoes a Hopf bifur-
cation and takes on these low-dimensional
characteristics.12,13
An earlier CML model8 combined a circle map with a
diffusion map ~derived from a vorticity transport equation!
Xn11
k 5~122«!Fn
k1«~Fn
k111Fn
k21!, ~1!
Fn
k5Xn
k1V2
Kk
2p sinF2pXnk2fk2 p2 G , ~2!
where Eq. ~1! is the diffusion model, Eq. ~2! is the modified
circle map, and k and n denote the lattice site along the cable
span, and discrete time, respectively ~see Fig. 1!. This dis-
crete map models the wake and cable dynamics on Poincare´
sections at times separated by the period of cable oscillation.
The parameter Xn
k represents the phase of the vortex
shedding process, and « is a diffusion coefficient. The un-
forced frequency ratio is defined by V5 f o / f e , where f o is
the natural shedding frequency and f e is the cable oscillation
frequency. The parameter Kk is analogous to the cable oscil-
lation amplitude ~in the y – z plane! at any position k along
the cable span. The forcing frequency and amplitude are ex-
ternal inputs into model. The parameter fk accounts for the
phase angle between the vortex shedding event and the cable
motion at location k . The diffusion model is derived from a
simple explicit finite-difference technique applied to a diffu-
sive partial differential equation. Appropriate periodic
boundary conditions at the cable ends are established.
The primary output from the CML is vortex shedding
patterns. The phase of the vortex shedding Xn
k can be con-
verted to a downstream vortex core location through a simple
transformation to determine these patterns. A value of Xn
k
50 corresponds to incipient vortex formation ~the start of
the vortex formation process!, while a value of Xn
k51 corre-
sponds to the vortex shedding event ~the start of the next
shedding cycle!. The phase of shedding Xn
k is then trans-
formed into a downstream vortex core location (x/D)nk at
every lattice point through
~x/D !n
k5Xn
kx*5
Xn
kUc
StU‘
, ~3!
since x*5(Uc /U‘)/St constitutes a characteristic nondi-
mensional vortex spacing in the streamwise direction. Here,
Uc is the vortex convection speed, and St5 f D/U‘ is the
Strouhal number ~nondimensional shedding frequency!. Both
the (x/D)nk ~wake pattern! and Xnk ~vortex shedding phase
angle! outputs will be used interchangeably throughout the
paper as convenient to present CML model results. By con-
necting the vortex cores at each of the k* oscillator sites with
FIG. 1. Schematic of the coupled map lattice for vortex shedding behind
flexible cables at low Reynolds number Re5U‘D/n. The parameter U‘ is
the freestream velocity, D is the cable diameter, and n is the kinematic fluid
viscosity. Adapted from Olinger, 1998 ~Ref. 8!.
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vortex line segments ~see Fig. 1!, the wake vortex shedding
pattern can be drawn. For example, a vortex shedding pattern
where the vortex filaments shed parallel to the cable axis
yields Xn
k5constant. Typical vortex shedding patterns from
the simple CML model are presented in Fig. 2. The wake
pattern is assumed to develop in the near wake, and convect
downstream without any further evolution. Only a brief de-
scription of the CML model has been given here. Further
details can be found in Ref. 8.
This simple CML model has been successful in predict-
ing important qualitative features of wake patterns behind
vibrating flexible cables. Some limitations of this model have
been previously discussed;8 however, here we focus on defi-
ciencies in the model’s ability to accurately predict detailed
features of vortex shedding wake patterns. The CML model
in Eqs. ~1! and ~2! includes a limited number of free param-
eters ~V and Kk) that can be altered to affect the resultant
wake pattern predicted by the model. For example, in Fig. 2
the parameter Ko in the Kk term
Kk5Ko cos@2p~k2nkt!/kwave# , ~4!
is varied with all other map parameters held constant. The
parameter Kk in Eq. ~4! describes the cylinder oscillation
amplitude with the cosine function modeling a standing
wave mode shape along the cable, kwave sets the wavelength
of the standing wave, and kt allows for modeling of a trav-
eling wave along the cable. In Fig. 2 the resultant wake pat-
terns due to Ko variation are compared to a wake pattern
~phase of vortex shedding event! determined from a direct
numerical simulation of the Navier–Stokes equations using
the NEKTAR simulation. For convenience, comparison is
made here to a simulated flow; however, the same compari-
son could be made to wake patterns extracted from experi-
ments. Modeling of vortex shedding patterns from experi-
ments will be addressed in a later section. Figures 2~a! and
2~b! show vortex shedding patterns for one shear layer
viewed by an observer looking in the transverse (y direction!
observing the x – z plane ~see Fig. 1!. The cable and flow
direction ~left to right! are included to orient the reader. The
methods used to determine the NEKTAR simulation wake
pattern shown here will be detailed later in the paper.
It can be clearly seen that specification of the free pa-
rameters in the CML model @Eqs. ~1!, ~2!# cannot yield wake
patterns which precisely match the NEKTAR simulation pat-
terns. The simple nature of our previous CML model means
that there will be unmodeled wake features if a detailed com-
parison is made between an actual wake flow and the CML
wake patterns. Our goal in the present study is to extend our
CML model to overcome this limitation by incorporating
self-learning features in the model. Motivated by a desire to
develop an improved CML model, the new CML model is
trained to precisely estimate wake patterns from a numerical
simulations and laboratory wake experiments.
It is routine practice in system identification theory to try
a model with learning terms. Adaptive estimation techniques
are used to adaptively vary the learning terms in order to
progressively reduce the difference between the modeled and
observed data. Once the model is validated with the actual
data, the mathematical ~estimation! model of the physical
system can be used to design feedback control systems based
on modern control theory. It is in the framework of a larger
goal of laboratory wake flow control that the current work
has been completed.
The basic features of the self-learning, adaptive CML are
shown in Fig. 3. A self-learning scheme @Fig. 3~b!# is re-
quired to enable the CML model to precisely match the
NEKTAR wake patterns in Fig. 3~a!, which are repeated
from Fig. 2. These NEKTAR wake patterns serve as target
states, Xn
k
, for the self-learning scheme. The self-learning
model attempts to determine estimated wake patterns, Xˆ n
k
,
that precisely match the target NEKTAR patterns in order to
overcome the previously described limitation of the simple
CML model. This desired result is shown in Fig. 3~c!. The
self-learning model uses adaptive estimation techniques, to
be further detailed in later sections, to drive the state error
between the target and estimated wake patterns, Xn
k2Xˆ n
k
, to
zero.
We recognize that efficient, low-order models are often
developed as an alternative to solving full equations of mo-
tion, such as the Navier–Stokes equations, and that the ap-
proach described in the last paragraph requires a Navier–
Stokes solution as a target state. The Navier–Stokes
equations, of course, capture all of the relevant wake physics
in the present application, but are computationally inefficient
FIG. 2. Comparison of vortex shedding wake patterns from the simple CML
and the NEKTAR simulation. Re5100, V51.0, aspect ratio5spanwise do-
main length/cylinder diameter54p , k*526, cable amplitude A/D50.68 at
antinodes in NEKTAR simulation. ~a! K050.1. ~b! K050.5.
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to solve. When applied to data from numerical simulations,
the new model seeks to combine the efficiency of CML mod-
els with the accuracy of Navier–Stokes solutions in a proof-
of-concept study.
Also, in later sections, the NEKTAR simulations are
eliminated from the outlined approach, with the CML model
then learning directly from a laboratory wake flow. The self-
learning CML is run in parallel with a laboratory experiment
in which time traces of streamwise velocities are measured
~with hot film probes! in the near wake of a stationary cyl-
inder at low Reynolds number. The velocity data are con-
verted into vortex shedding phase angles ~or wake patterns!
via correlation techniques described in Sec. IV. These pat-
terns serve as the target states for the developed self-
learning, adaptive estimation scheme. This estimation of vor-
tex shedding patterns from experiments is conducted in an
off-line mode where the wake data are measured and stored
prior to application of the self-learning scheme. A similar
self-learning scheme that adaptively estimates experimental
wake patterns, in real time, could serve as the wake model in
a feedback control system designed to produce desired wake
patterns. The present study does not yet address these control
issues, such as the method of control actuation for wake
forcing, but instead focuses solely on the development of the
adaptive estimation scheme.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II a new
convective–diffusive CML model that includes an added
convective term in the vorticity transport equation is devel-
oped. Differences in predictions between our previous CML8
and this new model are explored. More importantly, this
convective–diffusive CML model forms the foundation of
the self-learning schemes that are described in detail in Sec.
III. The self-learning model’s ability to mimic wake patterns
from the NEKTAR simulations and wake experiments is
studied in Sec. IV. Correlation methods used to convert
NEKTAR data to a form applicable to the CML model are
also developed. Discussion and conclusions follow in Sec. V.
II. CONVECTIVE–DIFFUSIVE CML
In this section we describe an extension to our previous
CML model that will serve as the foundation for develop-
ment of the self-learning CML scheme. The previous CML
model is extended by including additional physics in the vor-
ticity transport equation used to derive the diffusion map.
This allows for modeling of spanwise variations (z direction!
of both spanwise velocity w and vorticity vz . This also
serves the purpose of introducing a new free parameter, w ,
which can be adaptively estimated in the developed self-
learning scheme.
The convective–diffusive CML is obtained by coupling
the modified circle map of Eq. ~2! with a discrete diffusion
map derived from a vorticity transport equation
]v
]t
52u„v1v„u1n„2v, ~5!
where u5(u ,v ,w) and v5(vx ,vy ,vz) are the fluid veloc-
ity and vorticity, respectively. The first ~convection of vortic-
ity! and second ~vortex stretching! terms on the right side of
Eq. ~5! constitute the added terms not considered in Ref. 8.
To develop the new diffusion map, the following assump-
tions are first made:
]vz
]x
5
]vz
]y 50, O~vx!!O~vz!, O~vy!!O~vz!, ~5a!
FIG. 3. The self-learning coupled map lattice. ~a! Vortex shedding pattern
from the NEKTAR simulation that serves as target states for the self-
learning CML. ~b! Schematic of the self-learning CML model. ~c! Desired
vortex pattern match between the self-learning CML and the NEKTAR
simulation.
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implying that other vorticity components are considered neg-
ligible compared to the spanwise vz vorticity, and that only
variations of vz along the cable span are considered. This
leads to
]vz
]t
52w
]vz
]z
1vz
]w
]z
1n
]2vz
]z2
, ~6!
where the spanwise distribution of spanwise velocity w and
diffusion of vorticity are accounted for in the last two terms,
respectively.
Next, we define X5vz , thus establishing a correlation
between vorticity intensity and the phase of the vortex shed-
ding ~see Ref. 8!, and Dt51/f e . Specifying Dt in this way
implies that we will study the wake dynamics on Poincare´
sections separated by the period of cable oscillation. We next
apply a simple explicit finite difference scheme ~forward in
time, centered in space! to Eq. ~6! to yield
Xn11
k 2Xn
k
Dt
5
wk~Xn
k212Xn
k11!1Xn
k~wk112wk21!
2Dz
1
n
~Dz !2
~Xn
k2122Xn
k1Xn
k11!. ~7!
Equation ~7! can be rewritten as
Xn11
k 5Xn
k1
Dt~wk~Xn
k212Xn
k11!1Xn
k~wk112wk21!!
2Dz
1
nDt
~Dz !2
~Xn
k2122Xn
k1Xn
k11!. ~8!
Next, define
gk5
wkDt
Dz
5
w¯kV~k*21 !
St AR ,
«5
nDt
~Dz !2
5
V~k*21 !2
St Re~AR !2 , ~8a!
where w¯k5wk/U‘ , and Eq. ~8! can be written in nondimen-
sional form as
Xn11
k 5@«Xn
k211~122«!Xn
k1«Xn
k11#
1
b2gk21Xnk1gk~Xnk212Xnk11!1gk11Xnk c
2 . ~9!
The coupling between the above finite-difference equation
and the circle map requires f nk5Xnk , so that
Xn11
k 5@« f nk211~122«! f nk1« f nk11#
1
b2gk21 f nk1gk~ f nk212 f nk11!1gk11 f nk c
2 , ~10!
and, again the modified circle map
f nk5Xnk1Vk2
Kk
2p sinF2pXnk2fk2 p2 G , ~11!
repeated from Eq. ~2! is used.
Equation ~10! is written in matrix form as
Xn115A~«!F~Xn!1G~Xn!G5A~«!F~Xn!1Yn11 ,
~12!
where A~«!, G(Xn), F(Xn) are given, for a k*56 oscillator
system, by
A~«!53
11« 22« « 0 0 0
« 122« « 0 0 0
0 « 122« « 0 0
0 0 « 122« « 0
0 0 0 « 122« «
0 0 0 « 22« 11«
4 ,
G~Xn!53
f n52 f n2 f n1 0 0 0 2 f n1
2 f n2 f n12 f n3 f n2 0 0 0
0 2 f n3 f n22 f n4 f n3 0 0
0 0 2 f n4 f n32 f n5 f n4 0
0 0 0 2 f n5 f n42 f n6 f n5
f n6 0 0 0 2 f n6 f n52 f n2
4 ,
F~Xn!5 b f n1 , f n2 ,. . . , f n6cT, G5@g1,g2,. . . ,g6#T. ~12a!
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A sinusoidal variation in the spanwise velocity distribu-
tion, gk5wkDt/Dx , with a maximum amplitude of 0.001, is
assumed in this section to qualitatively match the NEKTAR
simulation prediction for this quantity. For the self-learning
CML in Sec. III, however, this velocity distribution will be
adaptively estimated. Typical wake patterns from the diffu-
sive CML of Eqs. ~1! and ~2! and the convective–diffusive
CML @Eqs. ~10! and ~11!# are compared in Fig. 4. It is ob-
served that the convective–diffusive CML predicts a more
complex wake structure compared to the diffusive CML due
to the additional physics modeled in the vorticity equation.
However, the convective–diffusive CML still cannot accu-
rately predict the complex NEKTAR wake patterns.
III. SELF-LEARNING CML
We next discuss the development of the self-learning
CML. The self-learning CML mimics the dynamics of the
convective–diffusive CML in Eq. ~6!. The diffusion and con-
vection processes are uncoupled in the convective–diffusive
CML, and also in the self-learning CML. It is assumed that
the characteristics of diffusion are available to the self-
learning CML, and the only unknown term to be predicted is
gn
k
, the spanwise variation of the spanwise velocity. As op-
posed to the previous result in Fig. 4, in the self-learning
CML, gn
k is not specified a priori, but is adaptively varied by
the estimator model starting from an initial random distribu-
tion.
In Eq. ~12!, A~«! and G represent the diffusion and con-
vective terms, respectively. Our earlier diffusive CML mod-
els @Eqs. ~1! and ~2!# do not include certain dynamics found
in the full convective–diffusive map. In the current stage of
model development, these unmodeled dynamics are assumed
to be of Burger’s type @as in Eqs. ~10! and ~12!# arising due
to convection of the streamwise vorticity.
The estimator model is introduced by first defining Xˆ as
the estimate for the state variable X. The dynamics of the
estimator are modeled as
Xˆ n115A~«!F~Xn!1G~Xn!Gˆ n5A~«!F~Xn!1Yˆ n11 ,
~13!
where Gˆ n is the on-line estimate of the spanwise velocity, G,
at time n . For each time iteration the state estimate Xˆ n
k will
be used to generate the model’s flow patterns that can then be
compared to NEKTAR simulation flow patterns in this proof
of concept study. The dynamics of the state error e are ob-
tained by subtracting Eq. ~12! from ~13! so that
en115Xˆ n112Xn115Yˆ n112Yn11 , ~14!
G˜ n5Gˆ n2G, ~15!
en115G~Xn!G˜ n5G~Xn!Gˆ n2Yn11 . ~16!
Our goal is to drive the state error en to zero in the
shortest possible time. We use a multivariable least-squares
algorithm30 to minimize the state error after each time step.
The following equations illustrate the steps in the derivation
of the adaptation scheme for the state error. The parameters
can be estimated by minimizing the cost function
Jn~G¯ !5
1
2 ~G
¯2Gˆ 0!
TP0
21~G¯2Gˆ 0!
1
1
2 (m
n
~Ym2G~Xm!G¯ !TR21~Ym2G~Xm!G¯ !,
~17!
where the first term is the cost associated with parameter
estimation, and the second term is the cost associated with
state estimation. The parameters P0
21 and R21 are input
weighting matrices that can be varied to achieve optimal
parameter estimation. When the cost function Jn is mini-
mized with respect to the dummy variable G¯ through
]
]G¯
Jn~G¯ !50, ~18!
then the parameter Gˆ 0 may be chosen as some finite-valued
vector. Equation ~18! provides the solution Gˆ n11 . Next, de-
fine
Pn
215P0
211(
m
n
GT~Xm!R21G~Xm!. ~19!
The parameter adaptation law is then given by
Pn5Pn212Pn21GT~Xn!*~R1G~Xn!
3Pn21GT~Xn!!21G~Xn!Pn21 , ~20!
Gˆ n115Gˆ n1PnGT~Xn!R21~Yn112G~Xn!Gˆ n!, ~21!
where P215P0 is a known input weighting matrix for the
state error e. The self-learning CML is then comprised of
Eqs. ~20!, ~21! and Eq. ~13!, repeated here for convenience
Xˆ n115A~«!F~Xn!1G~Xn!Gˆ n5A~«!F~Xn!1Yˆ n11 .
~13!
FIG. 4. Comparison of vortex shedding patterns for the simple diffusive
CML, convective–diffusive CML, and NEKTAR simulation. Re5100, V
51, K050.01.
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The initial conditions for the model include P050.001 I, R
5I, and Xˆ 0
k
, Gˆ 0 are randomly distributed on the intervals @0,
1# and @0, 0.01#, respectively.
IV. RESULTS
A. NEKTAR simulations and correlation techniques
In Fig. 5 the spanwise vorticity, vz , in the x – z plane
from the NEKTAR simulation at a specific time instant is
presented. As discussed previously, wake patterns from this
simulation will serve as target states for the adaptive estima-
tion scheme. For the NEKTAR simulation run, Re5100,
AR5aspect ratio5spanwise domain length/cylinder
diameter54p , cable oscillation amplitude at antinode A/D
50.68. The cable is forced to a prescribed standing wave
mode shape for this case. The NEKTAR simulations were
conducted on Cray T3E and IBM SP supercomputers with 16
nodes.
A lace-like structure ~initially observed by Newman and
Karniadakis4,5! is clearly observed in the near wake of the
cable for x/D<2 ~see Fig. 5!. Further downstream (2
<x/D<6) complex vortex structures with decreased span-
wise wavelengths evolve. In order to quantify these more
complex wake patterns, the vortex shedding phase angle,
Xn
k
, is determined as a function of distance along the cable
span from a NEKTAR simulation run using a cross-
correlation procedure. The variable Xn
k is used to denote the
vortex shedding phase angles for both the NEKTAR simula-
tion and CML maps consistent with Sec. II, Sec. III, and Fig.
3.
Time histories of the streamwise velocity, u(t), in the
near wake (x/D55,y /d51) are sampled at k*526 equi-
spaced locations along the cable span, with representative
traces shown in Fig. 6~a!. A cross-power spectrum technique
is used to determine Xn
k
, with the phase angle (Xnk50) at the
spanwise boundary (z/D50) of the numerical domain serv-
ing as a reference point. The cross-power spectrum is calcu-
lated using
Cu1u2~ f !5U1~ f !U2*~ f !, ~22!
where U1( f ) and U2( f ) are the Fourier transforms of the
individual time traces, u1(t) and u2(t), respectively. The
cross-power spectrum is interpreted in polar form ~magni-
tude, angle! to determine the phase difference, Xn
k
, between
the two time histories within each shedding cycle. A typical
phase angle distribution resulting from these correlation
methods at one time instance is shown in Fig. 6~b!. The
distribution has a decreased spanwise wavelength consistent
with the vorticity flow visualization of Fig. 5. The complex
wake structure near x/D55 in Fig. 5 is reflected in the phase
angle distribution if a correspondence is established between
the positive signed vorticity ~medium gray regions! and Xn
k
>0.5, and the negative signed vorticity ~black regions! and
Xn
k>0.
B. Self-learning CML and NEKTAR simulations
In this section we study the effectiveness of the de-
scribed self-learning scheme in estimating vortex shedding
wake patterns from the NEKTAR simulations. In Fig. 7,
wake patterns are shown for the self-learning CML and the
NEKTAR simulation. Equation ~3! was used to transform
phase angle distributions Xn
k from both into wake patterns. A
random wake pattern ~phase angle distribution! is used as the
FIG. 5. Spanwise vorticity vz in the x – z plane from the NEKTAR simula-
tion. The cable is oriented vertically at x/D50, and the flow is from left to
right.
FIG. 6. ~a! Velocity time traces u(t) from the near wake (x/D55,y /D
51) from the NEKTAR simulation. Cross-correlation techniques yield the
vortex shedding patterns ~phase distributions! Xnk shown as the solid lines.
~b! Typical vortex shedding phase distribution that serves as a target state for
the self-learning CML.
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initial condition for the self-learning CML. We see that the
wake patterns from the self-learning scheme quickly evolve
from the random distribution, and successfully estimate the
NEKTAR wake patterns within a single shedding cycle. The
developed self-learning model efficiently estimates target
wake patterns.
In Fig. 8 various measures of the state error are pre-
sented in order to further quantify the efficiency of the self-
learning scheme. Figure 8~a! presents the root-mean-square
of the state error
e85A(
k51
k*
@Xn
k2Xˆ n
k #2
k* , ~23!
as a function of the number of vortex shedding cycles.
Within several shedding cycles e8 reaches values on the or-
der of O(0.1). This error is due to deviations between the
wake patterns, particularly in the cable midspan region ~see
Fig. 7!. In Fig. 8~b! the evolution of the local state error en as
a function of time and spanwise location is presented. Figure
8~c! highlights the local state error for the initial (n51) and
final (n510) vortex shedding cycles. Focusing on the n
510 case, it is observed that the local state error remains
larger at certain z/D locations near the cable midspan.
This suggests that anticipated studies to determine the
optimal placement of the spanwise oscillators ~and corre-
sponding wake measurement locations! will prove fruitful.
We expect to find that self-learning maps with higher reso-
lution of spanwise oscillators near the cable mid-span will
yield increased accuracy and efficiency. An optimization
study has been conducted to determine optimal values of the
positive definite weight matrices P05P0I and R5RI, where
P0 and R are scalars. The rms value of the state error for the
final shedding cycle, e108 , is found to depend on the ratio
P0 /R , not independently on P0 or R , with optimum runs
found for all P0 /R,1023.
Figure 9 presents spatial distributions of the spanwise
velocity gn
k from the self-learning CML for various target
wake patterns for a nonoptimum P0 /R51. The target wake
patterns for Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! are for our standing wave
case ~Fig. 5! at x/D55 and x/D50.5, respectively. The tar-
FIG. 7. Comparison of the vortex shedding patterns ~phase distributions!
between the self-learning CML and the NEKTAR simulation. An initial
random phase distribution is used for the self-learning CML. Re5100, k*
526, P0 /R,1023, V51, K050.01.
FIG. 8. ~a! Time evolution of the root-mean-square of the state error, e8, for
the self-learning CML. ~b! Local state error vs spanwise location vs time. ~c!
Local state error vs spanwise location for the initial (n51) and final (n
510) shedding cycles.
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get pattern for Fig. 9~c! is from an additional NEKTAR run,
where a sheared freestream flow ~matching Ref. 5! is studied
resulting in a mixed standing wave/traveling wave pattern in
the wake.31 The local freestream Reynolds number varies
from 75 to 100 in a sinusoidal fashion for this case. The
results in Fig. 9 show the adaptive estimation of the spanwise
velocity from a random initial distribution. The estimated
spanwise velocity distributions (gnk or Gˆ n) converge to an
almost time independent function during time periods when
the wake pattern is time-independent ~periodic!. Our adap-
tive estimation techniques can be easily extended to time-
dependent wake patterns provided that the variation in time
is slow ~e.g., the difference in successive wake patterns is
bounded in some sense!. More advanced techniques of esti-
mation would be required for more rapid variations of the
spanwise velocity.
The gn
k distributions, in two of the three cases, show
spatial oscillations from positive to negative values near
cable antinodes (z/D52p), where the spanwise velocity be-
comes precisely zero. In Fig. 9~b! the same effect is instead
observed near the cable nodes. The opposite signed gn
k val-
ues correspond physically to a reversal in direction of span-
wise velocity in the near wake as one moves along the cable
span. The zero spanwise velocity implies that no fluid
crosses the cable antinodes @or nodes in Fig. 9~b!#. Spanwise
flow reversals and stagnation points such as these have also
been observed in the simulations of Ref. 5, and in experi-
ments on oscillating tapered cylinders at low Reynolds
numbers,32 a flow with many of the characteristics of oscil-
lating cable flows. Reference 5 studies spanwise velocity dis-
tributions for standing and traveling wave cases at a wake
location x/D510, similar to our Fig. 9~a!. Reference 5 does
not study spanwise velocity distribution in the near wake
(x/D50.5) comparable to our Fig. 9~b!.
It is also observed that the spatial wavelength of the
spanwise velocity oscillations is approximately 1 to 2 cable
diameters in the first five cases, but increases to approxi-
mately five diameters ~primary oscillation! in the mixed
standing wave/traveling wave case. Reference 5 observes
spatial wavelengths of approximately 10 cable diameters for
both standing and traveling wave cases, while Ref. 32 ob-
serves wavelengths of approximately 1 diameter. We have
also found that the amplitude of the estimated spanwise ve-
locities is of the same order of magnitude as the NEKTAR
data. In the tapered cylinder experiments of Ref. 32, the
spanwise variations are associated with concentrations of
transverse vorticity, vy . Since vy is considered negligible in
our model, any correlations between the present results and
these experiments must be considered speculative.
In Fig. 10 we study the self-learning map’s ability to
estimate a wider variety of wake patterns. The wake patterns
are derived from the NEKTAR simulation of Fig. 5 by ap-
plying the cross-correlation methods to wake velocity time
traces at various x/D locations. In Fig. 10~a! the previously
estimated wake structure (x/D55) is again presented. The
lace-like structure in the near wake of Fig. 5 (x/D50.5) is
estimated in Fig. 10~b!, and a wake pattern from downstream
location x/D510 is studied in Fig. 10~c!. The self-learning
map accurately estimates the wake patterns with some deg-
radation for the x/D510 case in Fig. 10~c!. The sudden
shifts in phase angles in Fig. 10~c! are attributed to vortex
dislocations in the wake. The self-learning CML shows the
correct qualitative pattern at x/D510, but there is a consis-
tent bias shift in the phase angles for the estimated wake
pattern. We believe a future adaptive estimation scheme
based on neural networks can reduce this degradation.
For this work the coupled map lattice is effectively
moved to the streamwise wake location under study, as op-
posed to residing in the near wake as in the previous results.
This constitutes a preliminary step towards an anticipated
extension of the map, where a series of k* oscillators would
be placed simultaneously at the various streamwise locations
FIG. 9. Spatial distributions of the spanwise velocity gnk for a nonoptimum
P0 /R51 showing the adaptive estimation of this parameter in the self-
learning CML. ~a! Standing wave target pattern, x/D55 in Figs. 5 and 6~b!.
~b! Ordered, lace-like target pattern in near wake, x/D50.5 in Figs. 5 and
10~b!. ~c! Sinusoidal sheared freestream flow, mixed standing wave/
traveling wave response.
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in order to model the downstream evolution of the wake
structure. While the wake patterns in Fig. 10 are derived
from a single NEKTAR simulation, these results show that
the self-learning CML can estimate a wide range of patterns.
Present limitations in applying the self-learning map to a
wider range of simulated flow conditions will be discussed in
the next section.
C. Self-learning CML and wake experiments
In this section, we apply the self-learning CML to adap-
tively estimate wake patterns obtained from laboratory ex-
periments. Off-line estimation is pursued where the wake
data are measured and stored prior to application of the self-
learning scheme. This study is a first step towards develop-
ment of a real-time estimation scheme that could eventually
serve as a wake model in a feedback control system designed
to manipulate wake patterns to a desired state.
The experiments were conducted in an open circuit,
Eiffel-type wind tunnel with a 16:1 contraction ratio and test
section of 30330 cm cross section and 112 cm length. The
turbulence level in the test section was found to be approxi-
mately 1%. A rigid steel cylinder of 0.32 cm diameter and 30
cm length was placed horizontally along the test section cen-
terline. In some experiments, thin circular endplates of 6.35
cm diameter were used to affect the cylinder end conditions.
Previous investigators33 have shown that changing the angle
of these endplates with respect to the cylinder axis can have
a dramatic effect on vortex shedding wake patterns. By using
these endplates, we sought to induce parallel, oblique, or
more complex wake patterns. These endplates were placed 8
cylinder diameters from the test section walls, yielding a
nominal cylinder aspect ratio of AR580. For one flow situ-
ation, the periodic-oblique case, the aspect ratio was adjusted
to a value of AR588 by repositioning the endplates.
A hot-wire rake with eight individual hot-wire probes
was used to measure streamwise velocity traces. The eight
hot-wire probes were equally spaced at locations 2.7 cm ~8.5
cylinder diameters! apart along the cylinder span. The probes
were placed in the near wake at x/D51.9 and y /D51.2. The
probe supports passed through the test section top wall, and
were angled 45 deg downward from the freestream direction
in order to minimize disturbance to the flow. A constant tem-
perature anemometry system ~TSI IFA 300! and TSI THER-
MALPRO© software was used for data acquisition.
The tunnel freestream velocity was set to U‘575 cm/s
to establish a Reynolds number of Re5160. Vortex shedding
frequencies of 44–46 Hz were measured, resulting in a
Strouhal number of St50.184. Three different wake patterns
were studied by altering the cylinder end conditions. For the
periodic case, no cylinder endplates were used. For the ob-
lique case, the cylinder endplates ~disks! were angled at 14
deg with respect to the cylinder axis ~see Fig. 12!. For the
periodic-oblique case, this same endplate angle of 14 deg
was maintained; however, the aspect ratio was changed as
discussed earlier.
Streamwise velocities vs time for the periodic case are
shown in Fig. 11. The velocity traces show the periodic re-
sponse of the wake across the entire cylinder span. The in-
termittent decrease in wake velocity amplitudes is associated
FIG. 10. Comparison between wake patterns for the self-learning CML and
NEKTAR simulation at several wake locations in Fig. 5. ~a! x/D55; ~b!
x/D50.5, lace-like patterns; ~c! x/D510.
FIG. 11. Streamwise velocity vs time from the wake experiment for the
periodic case. Rigid cylinder, no endplates, Re5160, AR596.
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with the appearance of vortex dislocations. These velocity
traces are measured and stored for later off-line estimation
using the self-learning CML scheme. The first probe (z/D
514) is used as the reference state when extracting vortex
shedding phase angles from these data using the same cross-
correlation techniques described earlier for the NEKTAR
data.
Figure 12 compares measured wake patterns with the
estimated patterns from the self-learning CML. As in the
NEKTAR data estimation, a random initial vortex phase
angle distribution is applied. The wake patterns in Fig. 12~a!
are extracted from velocity data in the time period 0.65,t
,0.8 s (31,n,38) in Fig. 11. The same time period was
used for the other two cases. For all three cases, the CML is
able to accurately estimate the measured wake patterns
within several shedding cycles. Balasubramanian34 has also
shown that the self-learning scheme can effectively estimate
transient vortex shedding patterns associated with the ap-
pearance of vortex dislocations ~not shown here! for n,31.
The evolution of the state error as a function of spanwise
location is presented for the periodic-oblique case in Fig. 13.
This quantitative summary of the accuracy of the self-
learning model shows a single spike in the state error near
n541. Otherwise, the state error magnitude quickly reduces
to order 0.01.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A new coupled map lattice model with self-learning fea-
tures has been developed to estimate wake patterns behind
vibrating flexible cables and stationary cylinders. We have
applied the self-learning model to Navier–Stokes simula-
tions and wake experiments in a proof of concept study. The
scheme derives from a new convective–diffusive CML that
incorporates additional wake dynamics into the model. The
estimator scheme uses a multivariable least-squares algo-
rithm to adaptively vary the spanwise velocity distribution in
order to minimize the difference between the modeled and
target wake patterns. The self-learning scheme is first applied
to wake patterns from a spectral element NEKTAR simula-
tion. The self-learning scheme is shown to accurately esti-
mate the simulated wake patterns within several shedding
cycles. Studies to determine optimum map input parameters
for most efficient estimation have also been conducted.
The self-learning scheme is then applied to wake experi-
ments. Off-line estimation of vortex shedding patterns ex-
tracted from these experiments shows that the scheme can
also efficiently estimate these patterns. This study is a first
step towards development of a real-time estimation scheme
FIG. 12. Estimation of vortex shedding patterns from wake experiments at
Re5160 using the self-learning CML. ~a! Periodic shedding, AR596. ~b!
Oblique shedding, AR580, f514°. ~c! Periodic-oblique shedding, AR
588, f514°.
FIG. 13. Variation of the state error with time (n) and spanwise location (k)
for the periodic-oblique case.
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that could serve as a wake model in a feedback control sys-
tem. The goal of this control system would be to alter the
wake to achieve a desired vortex shedding pattern. Flow con-
trol algorithms of this type require a highly efficient wake
model. Navier–Stokes solvers, as noted above, are too inef-
ficient to serve as a wake model, at the current state of de-
velopment.
Accordingly, it is important to highlight the efficiency of
the self-learning CML. The scheme is approximately four
orders of magnitude faster than a typical Navier–Stokes
solver applied to wake flows. The developed CML requires
1021 wall clock seconds per shedding cycle to run on a
Pentium PC when estimating the NEKTAR wake patterns
(k*526), and 1022 seconds per shedding cycle when esti-
mating the laboratory data (k*58). This implies that the
CML could estimate a laboratory wake flow in real time if
the shedding frequency is on the order of 10–100 Hz. Since
the vortex shedding frequency for the experiments in this
study was approximately 50 Hz, real-time estimation will be
achievable. We anticipate extending the experiments to in-
corporate real-time estimation in the near future. The use of
neural networks as an improved adaptive estimation scheme
is also under study.
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